
 
Sunrise/sunset with silhouette.  This is a good way to have students blend 
analogous colors all across the page, in bands of color.  After they finish 
painting the page, they can use black to create a silhouette image at the 
bottom of the page. 
 
Art critique:  hand out images to each student in class, and a list of ele-
ments and principles.  They have to choose 3 or 4 of the elements or prin-
ciples to discuss how the artist used them in the image they‟ve been given.  
I have students do this in the computer lab, print out the essay, then use 
the image and the printed paragraph to create a page.  They look at a vari-
ety of ways to use the text:  tinting the block of words, cutting the para-
graph into sentences and arranging those, making a transfer of the words, 
etc. 
 
Valuable object:  For jewelry class, I ask students to take a photo or draw a 
picture of piece of jewelry that has a sentimental attachment for them  
Maybe it‟s an heirloom they will inherit from a relative, maybe it‟s a cheapo 
ring they got from their boyfriend from a gumball machine on a really fun 
date.  They draw the image and then journal about why this piece is impor-
tant to them.  Alternatively, they can design a tattoo that has personal 
meaning to them, and do a page with a drawing of the tattoo, and why this 
tattoo would be special to them. 
 
Notes:  sometimes we take notes about color theory, elements and princi-
ples, or other art information.  The students have to transform those notes 
into something visually pleasing, using collage, painting techniques, text, 
etc. 

Fun materials to have handy: 
Rubber stamps 
Dymo labeler 

Formica samples 
Stickers 
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Handmade Book 
 
5 sheets 18 x 24 watercolor paper 
2 - 9x12 canvas panels 
Cotton or linen warp thread 
Large eyed needle 
Needle tool 
Scissors, glue, pencil 
 
Cut the 18 x 24 sheets of paper in half so that you have 10 sheets of 12 x 18 paper.  
Fold each paper in half (hamburger!) so that they measure 9 x 12.  Nest pairs of 
pages together so that you have 5 sets of 2 sheets together. 
 
Stack pages on top of each other and lightly pencil a line down the folded edges 
about ½” from each edge.  Draw several more lines along the folded edges about 1 
½” – 2” apart.  You may use a ruler to evenly space these lines if you wish. 
 
Keep your pages stacked in order!  This will become increasingly important. 
Pick up the top set of pages and open them out with the folded edge up.  Using 
the needle tool, pierce through both layers right on top of the fold where the pen-
cil mark is.  Do this for each pencil mark down the fold.  Refold pages and start a 
new stack.  Open each set and continue to pierce all pages, again stacking them 
with the same side on top.  Make sure your holes are all lined up in neat rows. 

Thread the needle with about 4 feet of 
heavy thread.  Do not tie a knot.  Do not 
use your thread double.  Pick up the first 
folded set of papers, and insert the needle 
from the outside of the fold into the first 
hole (the top), then out the next hole, 
leaving a tail of 2-3 inches.  Pick up the 
second page, and go from the first section, 
second hole, into the second section, sec-
ond hole, then out the third hole.  Go 
from the third hole, second section, to 
third hole, first section.   

Continue alternating sections, working 
your way across the fold.  When you 
reach the end (bottom), go back and 
alternate the holes again, working from 
bottom to top.  You should end up on 
the outside of the top of the second sec-
tion. Pull your threads taut and tie a double 
knot, leaving the tail on the outside of 
the sections.  The diagram  on the left 
may help you see how this works. 

 
Painted tools page – or you can use pencil or colored pencil – to go 
over tools that we use in our art classes.  This is a great way to learn the 
CORRECT names for tools, discuss tool care and to have a checklist 
for students of tools they need for class. 
 
Quote page:  kids love their music and for this page, I have them take a 
line from a song – or a quote, or a poem – and use that as a basis for a 
page.  Sometimes we use tape transfers, sometimes rubber stamps, or 
cut out letter (ransom note style) 
 
Rubber Stamp page – sometimes we incorporate the quote idea above, 
or just use all the rubber stamp images I have to create a page.  You can 
use colored pencil to go back in and detail the rubber stamped images. 
 
Journaling:  Google “journal prompts” or „journal jar‟ and print a lot of 
journaling prompts.  Cut them apart, and fold them into squares, place 
them in a jar and have students pull one out to use as a theme for their 
page.  They can add collage elements and drawings or paintings to illus-
trate their written responses.   
 
Stencil a theme word across a double spread of pages using a variety of 
stencils – or stamps – and then journal about the word, collage images, 
etc. 
 
Cut out squares.  This page is just a conglomeration of images cut into 
squares.  I often hand out a slide mount to use as a template, or have 
the kids cut out a cardboard template of a 1” square, have them go 
through magazines and use the viewfinder to cut out one inch squares.  
Glue the squares on the page, leaving a small space around each one.  
Have them think of themes – color, image, etc. 
 
Sun Print paper:  this is a fun type of light sensitive paper that can intro-
duce photography into your class without using a darkroom.  The paper 
is available in art supply catalogues. 
 
Painted Ribbons – this is a great way to introduce monochromatic 
painting with brush control.  This can be an entire page or a way to ac-
cent a previously created page that just needs a little something else. 



Suggestions for pages: 
 
Reflection of a process – reflect on the making of a book, or include a 
photo of a project that students have created in class.  Have them use text 
as a visual element, describing how they struggled or other aspects about 
the project they‟ve completed.  Some prompts include: 
“if I was going to do this over, I‟d…..” 
“My favorite part of working on this project was…” 
“The hardest part of this whole project was….” 
 
Hand template page:  use your hand as a stencil for drawing, painting, cut 
out, collage page.  You can also use text as an element.  Maybe a list of 
things your hands can do – or hand phrases, etc.. 
 
Self portrait page.  Use a variety of media:  oil pastels, colored pencil, col-
lage, torn paper, etc – create a self portrait.  This could be a self-portrait in 
the future, from the past, as you wish you were…. 

 

 
Pick up another section and place it 
underneath your two sewed-together 
sections.  Go into the first hole and 
then out the second hole.  When 
you come out of the second hole, 
loop the needle and thread around 
the stitch between sections one and 
two, completing a kettle stitch as 
shown on the right.  Then return 
back into the second hole, and come 
out the third hole.  Repeat the kettle 
stitch, and go back in the same hole, 
coming out on the next hole.  Re-
member to keep your stitches tight so that 
your binding will be secure.  

When you reach the bottom of the book, kettle stitch around the last stitch from the 
previous section, and then add a new section to the bottom of the previously sewn sec-
tions.  Insert your needle into the last hole of the bottom section, and work your way 
across the holes the same as you did for the previous section, only this time you will be 
working from right to left instead of left to right.  Continue adding sections, remember-
ing to make a kettle stitch on the last stitch before adding a new section.  When you 
reach the last sewing station, loop the stitch around the previous hole and tie a double 
knot.  Cut the thread, leaving a 2-3 inch tail. 
 
Pull the tails to the front or back of the book, whichever is closer to the knot.  Glue the 
tails onto the front or back of the book.  Spread glue over the entire page facing up, 
making sure you get glue right up to the edges.  Place one of the 9 x 12 canvas panels 
centered on the page, with the edge of the panel exactly even with the spine.  Do not let 
the panel hang over on the spine edge or you will have difficulty opening your book all 
the way.  The edges of the canvas panel should be even all around, but if there is any 
overhang, space it evenly from top to bottom.  Glue the other canvas panel on the back 
of the book in the same way, with the spine remaining flush with the canvas panels.  It‟s 
a good idea to weight the book overnight so it will flatten out.  If your book bulges and 
the canvas panels warp, placing some heavy books or weights on them overnight will 
flatten your book out. 

The best thing about this type of 
stitching is that your book will lay 
completely flat.  There is some-
times a bit of a gap between pages 
if your stitches are not as tight as 
they could be – but don‟t worry 



When you have all your pages glued (or bound) together, you'll need to meas-
ure the height, the width and the thickness of the bound pages. Combine 
those numbers and numbers shown in the picture, you can make a fairly nice 
case-bound book. This can be applied to books of any size. and it's really 
quite easy. Give it a try!  

Case bound book 

Matchbook Style notebook 

 Cut the card stock 3.5x12, fold 1 inch down the bottom, then 
the top flap folds in to the bottom flap to create the top. 

 Use a bone folder to create a sharp crease or butter knife. 

 Next step: Cut plain paper 1 inch smaller than the matchbook, 
 use paper piercer and create 2 holes on the bottom to attached 

the papers to the bottom of the matchbook, 
 secure with brads or ribbons. 


